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9/07/2018
We are currently looking for a Supply Planner for our planning team. This position is based in Zele and the person in this pos
report to the Team leader Planning.

Responsibilities:
Handling the supply chain process from order till delivery in co¬operation with purchase professionals, production and oth
departments (customer service, warehouse, product management, …)
Maintaining adequate stock levels for the products linked to his/her group, based on inventory policy, taking into account th
on O&E and the impact on workload and volume
Defining priorities based on available capacity and workforce
Clear and timely communication to the concerned Customer Service Organization(s) and/or any one that might benefit fro
communication, in case of late delivery of products or any other event that might affect the total supply chain process
Responsibility for the creation and maintenance of the relevant Master Data fields, such as planning parameters, lead time
MOQ, …
Proactive follow¬ up of open sales orders to discover possible issues in master data, purchasing, production, planning, …
Proactive follow up of phase out/phase in to reduce obsolescence or avoid shortage in supply
Actively anticipate peaks or drops in demand by working together with marketing/sales
Handling daily issues by performing root cause analysis and problem solving techniques in order to obtain long term solut
Ensuring that performance indicators are met: customer service, on time delivery, leadtime, turns, O&E, …
Back¬up colleagues when required
In this position you will report to the Teamleader Planning.
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Dutch and English, both spoken and written.
Analytical mindset
Master degree or equivalent through experience (Economics, TEW, Handelsingenieur,..)
Knowledge of supply planning processes (e.g. inventory management, production scheduling, capacity planning, load leve
Effective knowledge of Excel
SAP knowledge is a plus
What Brady offers:
A contract for indefinite time
Pleasant working environment in a growing international company
Attractive salary package with extra benefits
Extensive on-the-job training
Flexible working hours
How to apply:
If you are interested in this open position, please send your resume and cover letter to Jacintha Dijkstra
(jacintha_dijkstra@bradycorp.com). If your experience and skills match the profile, we will contact you soon with our feedbac
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